I'M A BROWNIE
GET ME OUT OF HERE
The Challenge has 6 component parts:
1. Creepy Crawly Cooking
2. Evening Adventures
3. Bushtucker Trials
4. Crafty Crafts
5. Big Brownie Challenges
6. Adventure Exploration (Optional)

Thank You ever so much for downloading our Challenge Pack.
In order to complete the challenge, each Brownie must complete 1 activity from each of parts 1-4, 2 activities from part 5 plus a further 2 activities (although 1 of these may be the exploration).

You may choose to split the girls into teams to complete the activities thus allowing them the chance to earn points for completing or winning the challenges. Alternatively complete the challenge as a whole unit, non-competitively.

Feel free to adapt and alter any challenges in order to suit your units needs or even add some more activities in. You are welcome to visit our Pinterest board for more ideas: https://uk.pinterest.com/rebeccajaynedil/im-a-brownie-get-me-out-of-here/

If you have any questions, comments or feedback, please get in touch via email. We would also love to hear your stories of how you completed 'I'm a Brownie Get Me Out of Here'.
Bushtucker Trial

These activities will have your Brownies grimacing in disgust or rubbing their tummies and licking their lips. You might be surprised that some Brownies actually love the strangest of things.

This part of the challenge comprises:
• Traditional Eating Trial
  • Open Wide
  • Nuzzle In
  • Mystery Boxes

Please select at least one activity from this area to be part of your challenge or use them all in a combination.
Traditional Bushtucker Trial

Get the girls to organise themselves into lines in their sixes. Line up a table for each six featuring 6 delicious delicacies labelled up with a number from 1-6 and a dice. Each girl at the front must roll the dice and eat the delicacy which corresponds to that number. Should the girl refuse they must suffer a forfeit. (Please find our list of suggested forfeits attached).

The girls should all have a go in turn and you can repeat the rounds as many times as you like but each girl must not eat the same delicacy twice (Please find our tick list for completed delicacies attached).

We used the following delicacies:

- Frog Spawn (Tapioca or Rice Pudding)
  - Pickled Slugs (Gherkins)
- Kangaroo Eye Balls (Lychee)
- Monkey Snot (Mushy Peas)
- Minging Maggots (Cold Baked Beans)
  - Bugs (Gummy Bugs)
Open Wide

Your Brownies have become ‘alligators’ and they must lay in the swamp (on the floor) awaiting their prey. All the girls must lay on the floor in a row. Then you may lower a cane threaded with string and donuts and prop it up over the girls heads. The girls must then keep their bodies flat on the floor only lifting their heads. They must try to eat the donut from the string within a minute – ‘A Minute to Win It’!

**TIP:** Use mini donuts from the bakery section of a supermarket to make it easier and cheaper.
Nuzzle In

You can use this as a forfeit or for the winners of games to earn more points. Alternatively set it up for everyone to have a go and get mucky – perhaps when they roll a 6 on a dice like the blindfolded chocolate cutting game

You will need:

- 3D stars
  (make them out of salt dough or buy star shaped balloon weights)
- Flour
- Bowl
- Tray
- Blindfold

Put some flour in the bowl and then put the star in, add more flour into the bowl until its full. Flip the bowl onto the tray and remove the bowl carefully so the flour sits on the tray in the bowl shape. When it is the Brownies turn, they must then be blindfolded and clasp their hands behind their back. They must then lower their heads to the flour and nuzzle about in the flour to get the star and lift it out of the flour in their teeth. To make it harder – you could use smaller stars or add in plastic spiders.
Mystery Boxes

This is a good game to have as part of a round of different activities for the Brownies to move round in their sixes.

You Will Need:
Boxes
(Shoeboxes are perfect & they need a hole cutting in the side)
Plastic Creatures and Insects
Furry Fabric
Cotton Wool Balls
Golden Syrup/Treacle
3D Star
(or something equivalent for them to find in Box5)

Each box will need a mystery surprise, we set up 5 for each six to have a go at.
Box 1: Plastic Creepy Crawly, Box 2: Plastic Jungle Animal, Box 3: Fur, Box 4: Golden Syrup, Box 5: Cotton Wool Balls & 3D star hidden

In the first 3 boxes they must guess what they are feeling and then the 4th box makes it difficult to find the hidden object in box 5 as the cotton wool balls stick to their hands.

You could have it that Brownies earn points for every box they guess correctly and they may only do box 4 & 5 if they get box 1,2 & 3 correct.